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Editorial

Editorial
E d i t o r i a l

b o l d

maga

z i n e

Once again, BOLD Magazine

is here to bring you your

monthly dose of culture,

inspiration and trends.

Don't know what to do this

week end ? Check our news

section for some ideas.

Whether you like wandering

in museums or prefer staying

at home to do some

decoration, we have what

you need.

For those who like to plan

things in advance, see you

on page 1 0 to discover the

best summer European

music festivals that you

have to go to at least once

in your l ife !

Plus, be sure to read the

interview of Lana Del Rey,

the new pop phenomenon.

Fake lashes, pin-up style

and velvet voice, she made

the buzz on the Internet

lately, but do you really

know her ?

Final ly, for cinema lovers,

don't miss our special

report on biopics. There

are everywhere this year.

I f you are sti l l lacking

inspiration after having

read those pages, sorry

but there is nothing else

that we can do for you. . .

See you next month !

Tuong-An Huynh,

editor in chief
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Social media: Why

Instagram is so

popular ?

The photo editing software,

Instagram, is getting popular by the

day. Why all of a sudden this app is

going viral over the social networking

sites is the real question?

Instagram became Apple’s

app of the year for 2011 and it

also holds the record of being

the app quickest to reach 1

mil l ion downloads. After

iPhones, it was also launched

for Android phones, and is

also available in seven

languages. So what does this

app has which others do not

have or what makes this app

tick with the audience? It is

real ly not very difficult to

answer. See all the major

social networking sites such

as Facebook and Twitter and

one cannot turn away from

the fact that these sites are

very pictorial .

Gone are the days when

people sit in front of the

camera in an uptight position

with minimum facial

expression to take a snap.

Rather, it has been taken

over with creative, pouting

facial expressions, beautiful

scenic views and quirky

coffee cups pictures, al l of

which people love to share in

their personal space in the

Source: www.merinews.com

A company tracked all photos tweeted straight from Twitter or via
Instagram, that contained relevant hashtags like #SXSWand #SXSW

Add a retro
touch to your
pictures with
Instagram.

Picture: www.valuewalk.com
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virtual world. With good

camera phones, people

have started experimenting

with photos. Here is why

Instagram has become the

best friend of these people,

who has a good eye but not

the technical finesse to put

in the last stroke of editing

that truly finishes a picture.

This is where Instagram with

its editing prowess comes

in.

Apple phones have really

good camera resolutions

and people who do not want

to carry a SLR with them, and

are more than happy to cl ick

away with their iPhones.

Thus, when Instagram started

their service for the iPhone, it

was understandable as they

wanted to take a fair good

looking picture and turn it into

a memorable picture for the

user. No wonder their efforts

paid off, and since 201 0 they

have landed themselves

mil l ions of users and a bil l ion

dollar Facebook deal.
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Exhibition: Tim Burton

The director of Batman and The Nightmare Before Christmas is

also an imaginative artist. Discover the world of a cinematic artist

through this exceptional exhibition and a retrospective of his films.

This is a new exhibition in Europe. This tribute to Tim Burton is

presented at the Cinémathèque française for the first time. The

director of cult fi lms such as “Sleepy Hollow”, “The Nightmare

Before Christmas”, “Batman” and “Edward Scissorhands” is one of

the masters of fantasy fi lms. You can see all his feature-length and

short fi lms again and also discover a number of drawings by the

artist, who began his career at the Walt Disney studios.

The world of Tim Burton is also recreated through objects and

décors. A total of over 700 works are on display. As well as

presenting fi lms and the exhibition, the Cinémathèque is also

holding a series of conferences, a symposium, screenings of fi lms

produced by students of animated fi lm, etc.

From 7 March to 5 August 201 2

2012 Home decor trend:

Stair Makeovers

Patterns, patterns everywhere! There is also no shortage of
big bold colorful stairs with a variety ofmessages leading up or
down the steps.

Concerned about the credit crunch?

We've got great ideas on how to update

your hallway on a budget.

While stained stairs have a classic look,

adding color and pattern to a staircase

can infuse the surrounding area with

personality. You can transform the look of

your stairs in several ways, but paint is

usually the easiest and most inexpensive

option. I t is also extremely versati le

because it can be used to create a variety

of patterns and designs that al low you to

find a customized look for your staircase.

For an easy painted design for your

staircase, stencils are an ideal option.

They are available in a wide range of

shapes and patterns, so you can

customize the look of your staircase. For

a truly personalized look, stencil words on

the risers of your staircase. You can use

song lyrics or a quote from your favorite

book. Adding your family members'

names can be a fun touch as well .
Source: www.ehow.co.uk

Source/Picture: www.paris.fr

On the poster: Johnny Depp.
He will play the lead role in Tim
Burton's next movie "Dark
Shadows", out on May 9, 2012.

Picture: www.colourlovers.com
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2012 Summer fashion trend:

Chunky Bangles

Stack up your bracelets for spring/summer 2012

For an instant wardrobe update this spring/summer 201 2, al l

you need is a chunky bangle.

Seen decorating wrists everywhere from Fendi and

Balenciaga, Yves Saint Laurent and Balmain, they range

from the subtlest gold metal cuff to some of spring's most

attention-grabbing jewels.

At Hermès, they came stacked in tan leather of varying sizes,

while Donna Karan chose single bold wooden designs to

weigh down arms. Chanel went for gold, showing cuffs

studded with gems, while Giambattista Vall i 's snaked up

models' arms in swirls of metal.

Source: www.vogue.co.uk

Picture: duveraboutique.com

Carolina
Herrera Spring
Summer RTW
2012

I f its spikes were replaced by fuzzy fur, a porcupine might be the cutest

member of the animal kingdom. Actual ly, the fact that it cowers under a

phalanx makes it infinitely more pitying. I ts DNA evolved to make

impossible any touch, doing away with any intimacy, just so it wouldn’t

get hurt. I t might commit al l kinds of aggressive acts simply to protect

itself, or because it doesn’t know any better. Mabanckou pairs the

porcupine with a Congolese boy, who attacks and kil ls neighbors and

strangers with l ittle provocation. One day, the porcupine has had

enough, and turns to writing a memoir. But Mabanckou’s apocalyptic

novella is more than a typical attempt at magical real ism and African

tribal ism. I f we can find the heart to understand a porcupine, why can’t

we try to sympathize with the plight of African children? Forget Kony

201 2. Read this book.

Reading: This Month's Hot Reads

Memoirs of a Porcupine by Alain Mabanckou

The walls of language keep so many away from penetrating a continent

l ike Africa, but perhaps, even more so, the vast strangeness of China,

which to this day sti l l baffles. Take, for instance, the Cultural Revolution.

I t began in 1 973 for 8-year-old Huang, when his grandmother made her

family promise to not cremate her. But many traditional Chinese

customs were banned, including burials. The story of how Huang’s

family honored this pledge is a perfect, moving symbol of the struggles

of l iving through that period, and witnessing the passage of time.

“Father couldn’t figure out how I could help modernize China by

studying Shakespeare,” Huang wrote. I f only Dad could see the results.

The Little Red Guard by Wenguang Huang

Source/Picture:
www.thedailybeast.com

Mabanckou received the
Prix Renaudot for the
novel.

Enter the intimacy ofa
Chinese family.
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This Picasso drawing, cal led

“Two Figures on a Beach,” is

from 1 933 – but looks l ike it

could have come out of a

Bushwick studio yesterday.

(Like Friday’s Daily Pic by

Bruce Nauman, it’s from the

“Exquisite Corpses” show at

MoMA.)

The drawing has the doodle-

ish, bal l-point-pen surrealism

that is everywhere lately.

You want to resist Picasso,

just because of al l his

success. And then he pulls

out a new trick that wins you

over. Even a genius as

protean as Nauman can

start to look one-note

compared to old Pablo.

Art: A Picasso from 2012 ?

The Spaniard's 80-year-old drawing looks like it's by a Brooklyn

hipster

Pablo Picasso - "Two
figures on a Beach",
1933 - Ink on paper -
40x50.8 cm -
Collection of the
Museum ofModern
Art. On view in
"Exquisite Corpses:
Drawing &
Disfiguration" until
July 9th.

Source: www.thedailybeast.com

© 201 2 Estate of Pablo Picasso / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York)
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Lana Del Rey interview:

new album Born to Die is 'a beautiful thing'

As the controversial Lana Del Rey prepares to release a new album

of voluptuous and bittersweet pop, she reveals what it's like to be

suddenly both fêted and vilified.

Lana Del Rey is the girl of

the moment. On a freezing

New York afternoon, wind-

chil l factor -8C, she breezes

into the lobby of an exclusive

members’ club with the

untouchable aura of

someone transported within

their own micro-cl imate. She

looks immaculate, as indeed

she has always looked since

the world first sat up and took

notice – perfectly turned out

in tight blue slacks, green

shirt and a suede jacket, l ike

a beatnik princess. Long

auburn hair fal ls in perfect

l ines around her face, deep

brown eyes casting a frank,

steady gaze beneath long,

false lashes.

In the flesh she sti l l has a

girl ish sl ightness of frame,

but in front of cameras she is

capable of shifting swiftly

from a kind of coltish

innocence to vampish

knowingness. I t’s a quality

that is hard to pin down but is

present in the videos, songs

and photo shoots that have

suddenly and dramatical ly

Picture:www.wallpapersgalaxy.com

Fashion icon too ?
She mixes retro
with modern,
elegant with sport,
classy with cheap,
sexy with prude,
tasteful with kitsch.
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elevated her from the obscure

margins of the internet to the

centre of the pop zeitgeist, a

kind of doubleness, a sense

of duality and merging

contradictions. She is a

person into whom you can

read a lot.

Which is what the world has

been doing. In May 201 0, the

unsigned Del Rey posted a

home-made video on

YouTube of a deceptively

simple song called Video

Games, in which she sang in

a low, sultry voice about a

remembered moment of idle

and possibly idyl l ic love to an

achingly sad melody, set to

found footage of old

Hollywood and sun-bleached

shots of Del Rey. I t’s a cl ip

that has a strange,

otherworldly power,

emphasised, perhaps, by the

absence of beats, the quiet

poise of its artful construction,

al l ied to intense yet

understated emotion.

By the end of the year, it had

been viewed 20 mil l ion times,

become a top 1 0 hit single on

British indie label, Stranger

Music, earned her a big deal

with Universal Music, put her

on the covers of magazines

and at the top of ones to

watch polls, and helped make

Del Rey the most talked about

new star of the year, hailed, in

her own pithy phrase, as the

“gangsta Nancy Sinatra”. Yet

a lot of what was being said

wasn’t particularly nice. She

was accused online of being a

fake, created by backroom

Svengalis in some kind of

nefarious pop conspiracy, a

Botoxed, manufactured,

spoiled, super-rich airhead

being sold to a gull ible world

as an indie pin-up. Insults flew

fast and furious, as

commenters called her

authenticity to account. I t was

as if Del Rey was too good to

be true.

“I ts funny,” says Del Rey,

although she’s not laughing. “I

don’t real ly have any

gimmicks. I don’t actual ly do

anything that’s strange. I don’t

even wear weird things. I have

taken taking my music to

labels for years, and everyone

just thought it was creepy.

They thought the images with

the music were weird and

verging on psychotic. And

then, one day, its l ike people

decided it wasn’t actual ly too

strange, it was actual ly too

perfect. The fact that it could

even be considered pop is a

revelation to me. You know

what changed? It got played

on the radio.”

But the surprise is that,

beneath the artful ly composed

image she has presented to

the world, her sensitivity is so

close to the surface. Because

it turns out that there is

nothing ironic or conceptual

about Del Rey. “I ’m 1 00 per

cent sincere,” she asserts.

On January 30, Del Rey wil l

release an album, Born To

Die, which should establish

her as not just a big star, but a

real talent. I t’s a l iterate,

emotional col lection of

beautiful ly crafted, pithi ly

memorable songs about good

times and bad love, teenage

drinking, existential angst,

memory, loss and revenge. I t

has sinuous, clever lyrics set

to dreamy soundscapes, lush

melodies and trip hop beats. “I

think it’s beautiful . I think it’s

gorgeous. This album is my

self in song form. So if they

sort of sound like everything

fits perfectly together, it’s

because it does. There is

nothing altered, nothing

compromised, they are

perfectly me. For better or

worse, it’s l ike a person in

song and video form.”

At the album's core is a kind

of dichotomy - a quality of

being sad without being

unhappy, that is reflected in

the title song. “There is a

sense of loss underpinning

things. I used to wonder if it

was God’s plan that I should

be alone for so much of my

life. But I found peace. I found

happiness within people and

the world. So there is a sad

tone, but also real joy. I t

seemed like a mix of two

beautiful worlds coming

together.” So does she really

think we are born to die?

“No, I think we’re born to l ive.”

"

"

I'm 100 per

cent sincere

Source: www.telegraph.co.uk
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Top 5

European

music

festivals for

2012

Summer was made for festivals so why plan your trip now and book

a ticket to a top European music festival? This is our guide to some of

the best on offer !

Benicàssim is a small port town located in

between Barcelona and Valencia and every

year it plays host to a fantastic music festival.

The four day event takes place in mid-July

and predominately features alternative rock

and electronic artists, but it’s also known to

be a great place to rave. The event differs

from the many music festivals who are

restricted to a 2am curfew – here the music

starts at 5pm and continues unti l early the

next morning. I t’s one of the few festivals in

the world where you relax on the beach

during the day !

So far The Stone Roses, Florence and

the Machine, The Vaccines, Noel

Gallagher High Flying Birds, Bombay

Bicycle Club, Katy B and New Order have

been confirmed for the 201 2 festival.

> Tickets approximately €1 80

The Roskilde festival in Denmark is one of

the biggest European music festivals. Two

students and a promoter founded the event

in 1 971 before it was taken over by the

Roskilde Foundation. I t’s now run as a non-

profit event with the aim of developing music

and culture in the area. Visitors flock to the

festival from all across Europe, providing

tourists with a reason to visit the expensive

Scandinavian country. The festival is usually

a great mix of music, 24 hour parties, organic

food and experimental art and design.

Everyone arrives early so you could

potential ly have up to eight days of fun.

The 201 2 l ine up wil l include Bjork, The

Cure, and Bruce Springsteen & The E

Street Band, Bon Iver and Friendly Fires.

> Tickets: with camping DKK2225-

DKK2700, without camping DKK1 675. DDK

850 for a day ticket.

1. The Festival Internacional de

Benicàssim, Spain (July 12-15)

2. Roskilde European music festival,

Denmark (July 5-8)

Source: www.globalgrasshopper.com

Picture: www.poonehghana.com

The Black Keys
at Coachella
festival in 2011.
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Poland’s big event is held in Gdynia, which

is city located on the country’s north coast.

The festival takes place in early July with an

eclectic range of artists on offer – expect

everything from electronic and pop music to

rock and reggae. The event is held in a huge

airfield fi l led with seven stages and the music

starts at 4pm and goes on unti l 2am.

Catering to everyone’s musical tastes,

previous artists have included Cypress Hil l ,

Coldplay, Fatboy Slim, Kasabian and Pearl

Jam. For 201 2 they have confirmed that

Bjork, Franz Ferdinand, Bloc Party, Public

Enemy, Janelle Monae, Bon Iver, Friendly

Fires, Bat for Lashes, Justice and The XX

wil l be performing.

> Tickets: up to €93

This Dutch festival takes place in Landgraaf

and is thought to be one of the oldest annual

festivals in the world, having started in 1 970.

The event is held Pentecost weekend, hence

its name (in Dutch it’s cal led Pinkster). I t’s a

three day event that attracts 60,000 visitors

every year.

Over the years some big names have

attended the event and the 201 2 year l ine up

includes The Cure, Bruce Springsteen &

The E Street Band, Kasabian,

Soundgarden, Anouk, Mumford & Sons,

Linkin Park, The Hives, Paul Kalkbrenner,

Seasick Steve, The Specials, James

Morrison and Bombay Bicycle Club.

> Tickets: around €1 60 euro, €80 for day

tickets

The Isle of Wight festival has enjoyed a long

and colourful history. The event started in

1 968 and in 1 969 Bob Dylan performed in

front of an estimated crowd of 200,000

people. The fol lowing year it was even better

when in excess of 600,000 people turned up

to see the incredible (and now legendary)

l ine-up which included the dream team of

Jimi Hendrix, The Doors and The Who.

The 201 2 l ine-up includes Bruce

Springsteen, Pearl Jam, Elbow, Example,

Tom Petty And The Heartbreakers, Noel

Gallagher, Jessie J, Noah & The Whale,

The Vaccines, Madness, Crystal Castles,

Katy B, Ash, Pulled Apart By Horses and

Primal Scream .

> Tickets: Camping £1 90 and non-camping

£1 60

3. Open'er Festival, Poland (July 4-7) 4. Pinkpop Festival, Netherlands (May 26-

28)

5. The Isle of Wight Festival, UK (June 21-

24)

Florence and
the Machine
will be
performing at
Benicassim,
Spain in July.

Combine your love for music,
travel and partying in a music
festival this summer !

Pictures: www.nme.com
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2012: the biopic mania

Michelle Williams:
The indie star is
wondrous, sexy
and sweet as
doomed screen
goddess Marilyn
Monroe in a
lightweight British
comedy.

2012: Clash of the biopic titans ? Monroe, Thatcher, Hoover, Freud -

Hollywood is turning into the history channel. The secret of a great

film about a real person however is to focus on a short slice of life,

says Nicholas Barber...

I t's that time of year

again—the time when the

Oscars and the Baftas are

within sniffing distance, and

every major studio releases

the prestige pictures which

may just snag a few awards.

Inevitably, several of those

fi lms are biopics. Oscar voters

love them because the “based

on a true story” tag gives

them a veneer of seriousness,

and because it’s easy to

judge whether or not the

central impersonation is any

good. That’s why “J Edgar”

(reviewed by The Economist

here), “The Iron Lady” and

“My Week With Mari lyn” are

at a cinema near you, or wil l

be shortly. Strictly speaking,

though, “My Week With

Mari lyn” isn’t a biopic. The

heading is usually reserved

for fi lms which, l ike print

biographies, span the

majority of their subjects’

l ives, whereas, as you might

have gathered from its title,

“My Week . . . ” covers a rather

shorter period. That’s one of

the reasons why it’s so

enjoyable.

The trouble with

conventional biopics is that

they invariably fal l short in

both the “bio” and the “pic”

departments. That is, they

don’t have enough narrative

momentum to engage as

dramas, but they have too

much fudging and falsifying

to qualify as biographies. I f

you already know about the

person being profi led, you’re

annoyed by how much is

distorted and omitted. I f you

aren’t an expert going into the

cinema, you’re never sure

how much of what you see on

screen actual ly happened in

real l ife. From “Pollock” to

“Sylvia” to “Gainsbourg” to

“Ray”, biopics always try to

box their subjects’ unruly l ives

into a rigid rise/fal l/rise

structure. They always

prioritise drink-and-drugs-hel ls

over artistic achievements.

And they always try to cram in

too much material , hence they

keep jumping from one

supposedly significant event

to another. Quite a few of us

grit our teeth at the prospect

of two-and-a-half formulaic

hours of ageing make-up and

pop psychology punctuated by

a sequence in which someone

composes their best-known hit

in a flash of inspiration.

Picture: weheartit.com
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Fortunately, there’s another

way of doing things: the “My

Week With Mari lyn” way. This

new film approaches the l ife

of Mari lyn Monroe (Michelle

Wil l iams) over the span of a

week she spent in the

company of a lowly

production assistant during

the production of the 1 957

romantic comedy "The Prince

and the Showgirl". I t’s

become clear that the best

dramas about famous people

are the ones that concentrate

on one specific incident in

their l ives, rather than the

whole shebang. I t’s a method

which allows for strong

stories, instead of strings of

barely related anecdotes.

And these partial biopics

tend to offer greater insight

into their subjects than fi lms

that chronicle everything

from birth to death.

Another tale of a neophyte

basking briefly in the

reflected glory of a superstar,

“Me And Orson Welles”

(2009) revolves around a

fictional ised encounter, but

its portrait of Welles is at

least as authentic as any you

might see in a ful l biopic.

“The Cradle Wil l Rock”

(1 999) gave us another peek

at the young Orson, just as

the Beatles have so far

merited not one but two big

fi lms about the years before

they released their first

record, “Nowhere Boy”

(2009) and “Backbeat”

(1 994). Any attempt to

squeeze everything Welles

or the Fab Four achieved into

a two-hour fi lm would be

disastrous.

“The King’s Speech” (201 0)

is the most lauded modern

example of the partial-biopic

sub-genre. “Coco Before

Chanel” (2009) is one of the

most lucrative. The most

powerful is “Monster” (2003),

Patty Jenkins’s fi lm about

Aileen Wuornos, which

opens when Wuornos

(Charl ize Theron) is already

a traumatised adult. Michael

Sheen and Peter Morgan

have made the semi-biopic

their own with “Frost / Nixon”

(2008), “The Queen” (2006)

and other collaborations.

When, on the other hand,

Sheen attempted to dash

through the entirety of

Kenneth Wil l iams’s career in

BBC Four’s “Fantabulosa!”

(2006), the resulting fi lm was

bitty and superficial . BBC

Four must have learnt its

lesson, because this year it

broadcast two fi lms about

comedians which

concentrated on discrete

episodes: “Holy Flying

Circus” dwelt on the

controversy surrounding

Monty Python’s “Life of

Brian”, while “Hattie” homed

in on the ménage à trois

shared by Hattie Jacques,

John Le Mesurier and

Jacques’s car-dealer

boyfriend. >>>> p 1 4

" "

Partial biopics tend to

offer greater insight

into their subjects

than films that

chronicle everything

from birth to death.

On Sunday,

Variety

reported that

Kutcher wil l

star in “Jobs,”

which is

expected to

chronicle

Jobs’s l ife

from his

decidedly un-corporate youth to his hand in creating Apple.

Variety said the fi lm, to be directed by Joshua Michael Stern

(“Swing Vote”) is slated to start production in May while

Kutcher is on a hiatus from “Two and a Half Men.”

Source: abcnews.go.com Picture: hollywoodreporter.com

Ashton Kutcher to Play Steve Jobs

The King ofTwitter is now the King ofApple.
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>>>> I t’s notable, too, that

conventional, grand-scale

biopics often contain a shorter

section which would have

worked as a fi lm on its own.

There’s the sequence in “The

Aviator” (2004) which shows

Howard Hughes shooting

“Hell 's Angels”, and the

segment in “Walk The Line”

which has Johnny Cash on

tour with Elvis and Jerry Lee

Lewis. Maybe these fi lms’

directors recognised that a

movie with narrower

parameters would have been

a better one—and it’s about

time Hollywood’s studios

recognised it, too. Besides,

the sub-genre offers another

incentive to the studios. I f a

partial-biopic does turn out to

be a box-office smash, there’s

always the possibi l ity of

making a sequel.

Michael Fassbender Talks Researching

Carl Jung For 'A Dangerous Method'

In David
Cronenberg’s
A Dangerous
Method, he
plays
psychologist
Carl Jung.

Meryl Streep won the third Academy
Award ofher career for her role as
Margaret Thatcher in The Iron Lady.

Michael Fassbender recently took some time away from his

endlessly busy 2011 to speak about his role as swiss

psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung in David Cronenberg's "A

Dangerous Method''.

The story focuses on the

early career of Jung --

considered the founder of

analytical psychology -- at a

period in his l ife when his

career briefly intersected

with Sigmund Freud (Viggo

Mortensen). But the story

also brings a lesser known

influence to l ight in Sabina

Spielrein (Keira Knightley), a

figure long lost to the annals

of history who may have

influenced the work of both

Jung and, to a lesser extent,

Freud.

Fassbender Dug Deep To

Research His Role

Cronenberg’s fi lm, which is

based on Christopher

Hampton’s play “The Talking

Cure," focuses on a crucial

period of Jung’s career and

professional development.

While some may be aware of

the path his career took after

the events of the fi lm,

Fassbender tried his best to

very delicately infuse that

knowledge and research in

aspects of his portrayal. “Most

of my work sort of revolves

around the script, whether it

be fictional or an actual

character, ” Fassbender said.

“But I did do research. I got

through as much of it as I

could. I ’m a very slow reader,

so that kind of works against

me. I found it sort of hard to

access to begin with and then

I was questioning my

interpretations of it. I would

call my sister, who’s a

neuroscientist, to confirm that

I was on the right path.”

Source: www.indiewire.com

Pictures: www.movieposterdb.com
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Eddie Redmayne:

the loneliness of

being a hot young

actor

Michelle Williams's co-star in My Week

with Marilyn is still getting used to sharing

the limelight with Judi and Derek Jacobi.

Now bring on the 'Redmayniacs'

Eddie Redmayne is rapidly

shrinking into the sl ippery

dark brown leather sofa upon

which he sits, his head is

disappearing under the

neckline of his navy blue

jumper, and his hands are

raised ready to cover his

ears. The cause of his

discomfort? Me, sadly, as I

read aloud some comments

I 've found on the various

fansites dedicated to his very

being. "Eddie: Flawless,

ethereal, could 'get it'

wearing tweed any day of

the week," I read out to him.

For those dedicated fans of

Redmayne, 29, of which the

most cursory search of the

internet would indicate there

are thousands, the end of

this year is going to be a

good one. I t sees the release

of My Week With Mari lyn, an

autobiographical account of

the week Colin Clark

(Redmayne), a recently

graduated fi lm obsessive,

spent babysitting Mari lyn

Monroe in 1 956 as she

fi lmed The Prince And The

Showgirl . I t also sees the

start of a stint at the Donmar

Warehouse in Richard I I .

Further to that wil l be

Birdsong, the BBC

adaptation of Sebastian

Faulks's best-sel l ing book.

After years of critical

acclaim, winning both an

Olivier and a Tony award for

his performance in John

Logan's Red (a play about

Mark Rothko) at the Donmar

and on Broadway

respectively, as well as

supporting roles in fi lms

alongside Jul ianne Moore

(Savage Grace), Cate

Blanchett (El izabeth: The

Golden Age) and Natal ie

Portman (The Other Boleyn

Girl), it feels l ike

Redmayne's "moment" has

final ly come.

"I see that there's a timing

aspect of it al l , " he says,

sl ightly squirming again (for

an actor, he seems to find

talking about himself

relatively mortifying), "but any

one of these things could

collapse. I 've found in the

past that the critical reaction

to a piece, if it's damned, wil l

colour my memory of what

the experience was. I had a

wonderful time on Marilyn, a

wonderful time on Birdsong

and, hopeful ly, I 'l l have a

wonderful time on this [he

brandishes the yellow

highl ighter-heavy script for

Richard I I sitting on the table

in front of him] so I 'm trying

not to think outside of that

because it can pollute the

experience."

In 'Marilyn, ' Redmayne plays
Colin Clark, the third
assistant director on 'The
Prince and the Showgirl' and
the 'My' of the title.

Source: www.guardian.co.uk

Picture: eddieredmayne.ru
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Seoul on a budget

Like most tourist

meccas, Seoul

offers plenty of

opportunities to

pay top dollar for

things that won't

necessarily

enhance your trip.

Here are some

smart ways to

enjoy Seoul on a

budget.

The best times to visit Seoul

are during the fal l , when the

heat of the summer abates,

the weather is clear and dry

and fal l fol iage is at its peak

(usually in October); and

during the spring, when

temperatures warm up and

the trees burst with colorful

blossoms. Summers are hot

and wet, with monsoon rains

from the end of June to mid-

to late July; the city is also

crowded with tourists, and

rates are at their highest.

Public transportation in Seoul

is rel iable and inexpensive;

the fastest and most efficient

way to get around the city is

by subway. A plus for

Westerners: Subway station

names and transit signs are

marked in English, unl ike the

bus system, where all signage

is written in hanguel (the

Korean alphabet). You can

buy rechargeable

transportation cards for both

subways and buses in

subway stations and bus

booths; the pre-paid fare is

automatical ly deducted from

the card every time you use it.

Taxis are also relatively

inexpensive and easy to find-

you can hail one on the street

or at one of the many taxi

stands. Taxis cost 2,400 won

($2.1 5 USD) for the first 2

kilometers and 1 00 won (1 0

cents) for each additional 1 44

meters.

In this business-centric city,

Seoul hotels see a lot of traffic

during the week, so search for

good deals on weekends.

Consider staying in hotels just

outside the downtown area;

they tend to have lower rates.

Seoul has plenty of upscale

international brands, such as

the Ritz-Carlton, the

InterContinental and even a

W, but it also has a number of

midrange modern chains,

including Marriott and

Novotel.

You don't have to spend a lot

of money to eat well in Seoul;

in fact, if your budget is tight,

you can subsist nicely on

Korean comfort food (such as

hearty soups and noodle or

rice stir-fries) and street

snacks.

Rice is a major staple of

Seoul's cuisine, as are an

array of vegetables, both

fresh and fermented. Boiled

rice (bap) and cooked veggies

are served together in a big

bowl in the classic bibimbap.

Marinated meat barbecued at

tableside gri l ls (bulgogi) is

another typical dish.

When to visit:

Getting Around:

Where to Stay:

Where to Eat:

Picture: www.rjkoehler.com
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A great place to eat in a

festive atmosphere (and

without breaking the bank) is

on Let's Eat Alley, one of the

many side streets off

Sinchon Street, a vibrant

university neighborhood with

lots of shopping, dining and

nightl ife options. Sinchon

Street is also a good place

to find Korean street

vendors sell ing tasty

skewered fish cakes and

rice rol ls.

The National Museum of

Korea is the sixth-largest

museum in the world, with

6.6 acres of exhibitions on 76

acres of land. The collection

spans Paleol ithic artifacts,

stone pagodas, giant

Buddhas and traditional

Korean painting. Highl ights

include a gold crown studded

with jade, the world's oldest

printed scripture and ancient

porcelain jars decorated with

delicate brushwork. Note that

admission is free on the

fourth Saturday of each

month.

The 1 4th-century

Gyeongbokgung Palace, the

oldest palace of the Joseon

Dynasty, is set in a garden

landscape that also holds the

National Folk Museum of

Korea. Admission to the

palace is free to seniors age

65 and over and children

under age six.

Internet access is cheap,

fast and widely available:

Often called "the most wired

city in the world," Seoul is

packed with wireless Internet

(Wi-Fi) hotspots and

cybercafes. Internet

cafes/gaming areas (cal led

"PC bangs") offer cheap

($1 /hr) onl ine access. High-

speed Internet service is

found in hotels, airports and

train stations-even subway

trains wil l be wired in the

Seoul Sights and

Attractions:

near future.

Lost in translation : I f you

find yourself struggl ing to

communicate, just cal l the

BBB. The 2,400 volunteer

members of the Before Babel

Brigade are available by cell

phone to help with

translations in 1 7 different

languages, including English.

Call 1 588-5644 and press the

number l isted for the

language you need.

Palms down, not up: When

call ing over a waiter or a

service person, do so with

your palms down, then flutter

your hand up and down with

your fingers touching. I t's

impolite to do so with your

palms up, especial ly pointing

with one finger-which is how

Koreans summon their dogs.

Save on gratuities: In

general, tipping is not

expected in South Korea,

although Western-style tipping

practices are trickl ing in at

upscale restaurants, which

may add a 1 0% service

charge to the bil l , and hotels,

where it's advisable to tip

porters around 1 00 to 500

won (1 0 to 50 cents) per bag.

More Seoul Tips:

Source: budgettravel.about.com

Picture: norecipes.com

Bibimbap is a signature Korean dish. The word
literally means "mixed meal" or "mixed rice".
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